An intangible energy in the functioning biosystem. II: Useful parallels with circuit theory and with non-linear optics.
The argument is developed that a structure and function already exists in selected inanimate systems for an intangible energy dissipating these systems and that, in so doing, this energy exhibits certain properties, readily recognised in the functioning biosystem. The central thesis is that, during dissipation, the structure of the biosystem affords opportunity for an enhanced display of these properties, so that this structure can be rationally recognised as obligatory in the transition, inanimate to animate matter. The systems chosen are those of reactance in linear circuit theory of electronics, and some recent developments in non-linear optics, both of which rely on imaginary or quantal force to display observable effects. Discussion occurs on the fashion which the development of a statistical formalism as a basis for the study of squeezed states of light in these non-linear systems, has, at the same time, overcome a long standing veto on the practical use of quantal energy associated with the Uncertainty Principle of Heisenberg. These ideas are used to vindicate the suggestion that a theoretical basis is presently available for an engineering type approach, toward an intangible force as it exists in the biosystem. The origins and properties of such a force continue to be considered by many as immersed in mysticism.